
   

 

CLIL EXCELLENCE MODULE/LEARNING UNIT PLAN FORMAT  

Primary School1 

SCHOOL: _I.C.Via Cialdini ,Meda (MB)_______BEI Class: 1 Class_ACCOGLIENZA____ 

Subject/s: _LITERACY/SCIENCE/ART/GEOGRAPHY____ Module/Unit Title: The Rainbow Fish 

Duration/Time: 6 lessons_  

 

Learning 

Outcomes  

 

Content  

 

- Identify the events in the story. 

- Identify the main colours. 

- Identify the fish parts. 

- Identify positions (up/down). 

- Identify emotions (Happy/sad). 

Communication 

(Language) 

Children will Know and will use many specific words to 

describe : 

- Fish/sea 

- The colours 

- The emotions 

- The positions 

Cognition  
(Thinking skills) 

Looking at the pictures children will be able to recall the events 

of a story in the correct order, 

Culture 

 

- Children will know about: animals kingdom and sea animals. 

- Children can connect ideas from the story about emotions 

(happy/sad) to their lives and understand the impotance to be 

generous to have friends. 

WALT 

(What are we 

learning to) 

At the end of the Module/Unit,  children 

o will know The story of Rainbow Fish. 

o wil be able to … answer  and comprehend simple questions. 

o will be aware of…  using some friendship skills every day. 

                                                             

 



   

 

Language 

structures/ 

Vocabulary 

LANGUAGE OF LEARNING: 

Vocabulary: specific target language used in the book ”The rainbow fish”.  

Structures: simple present / What’s it?/ It’s../ What colour is it?/ Where is…(octopus, 
starfish,…)? 

Functions: listening/interacting/memorizing. 

LANGUAGE FOR LEARNING 

Vocabulary: the fish body (eyes/scale/tail/mouth/fin); 

colours (yellow, red pink, green blue, shining); 

sea  elements ( coral/starfish/ octopus/rocks/seaweed/Rainbow Fish); 

prepositions ( up/down). 

Structures: 

Simple requests (colour, cut, glue, look…) 

 

Functions: speaking. 

 

Materials/ 

Resources 

The book “The Rainbow Fish” by Marcus Pfister. 

IWB with internet connection (videos, pictures....). 

Worksheets. 

Flash cards 

 

Assessment Formative assessment: at the end of the unit the teacher will give the children a brief 
oral report about their behaviour and their work  
 
Summative assessment: 
A test about colours 
A test about the body parts of a fish 
A test about sea animals 
 
Final self assessment: children will be invited to evaluate their work 
 

  


